
 

 

User Guide 
 
The User Guide should contain all those instructions that could be helpful for the end-user. 
It should therefore be up to the electrician licensed to install it to complete this document according 
to the functions that the installer himself has enabled for customer use. 
This is only a general outline useful to write the document. 
 
This first User Guide release focuses on the subject of Timers. 
 
Timers are a user-programmable function to enable the running of one specific KNX 
control at a precise time of the week. 
The KNX controls that can be managed are those with Datatypes 1, 5 and 9. 
This means that we can turn any one utility on and off, we can lift a shutter to a certain 
height, we can adjust the intensity of a light and we can adjust the temperature of a 
room. 
In order to program a particular Timer you must first of all activate the Timer function. 
When the Timer icon is RED, pressing a control will not cause a KNX telegram transmission, but 
the opening of the Timers programming window associated with that group address. 

 
This window allows the Timers to be programmed. 
It is a bit like setting an alarm: you decide on a time, a day, a type of ring tone (action) and you 
enable the Timer. 
Then on the specified day, at the specified time, the touch panel will send the selected control on 
the KNX bus. 
To program a Timer 5 parameters must be defined: 
 
Day of week: day of the week on which to carry out the action 
Hours: time of the day at which to carry out the action (hours) 
Minutes: time of the day at which to carry out the action (minutes) 
AM/PM: used to specify morning or afternoon 
Action: value to assign to the telegram to send 
 
 
The values of the 5 parameters can be assigned by 
opening their respective selectors. 
  



 

 

 
 
As the values are assigned, we will find them 
transcribed in the Timer Info area. 
When the data match the desired setting we can 
proceed with Timer memory storage by pressing 
the Save Timer control. 
 
 
There are no restrictions to the number of actions or controls that can be stored. 
 
If you wish to review the list of all the stored Timers, you can press the Show All control. 
Then, a page will open with a list of the memory-stored events. 
Events can be enabled (enabled: True) or re-enabled (enable: False). 

By tapping the Enable writing a popup is displayed prompting to change the enabling. 

The proposed type of action depends on the datatype of the group address associated to the 
selected control. 
We have already mentioned that the Timers can only be programmed for Datatypes 1, 5 and 9. 
 
 

The Datatype 1 
can only be used to select 
the 2 values 0 and 1. 
 
0 = OFF 
1 = ON 
 
0 = UP 
1 = DOWN 

The Datatype 9 
concerns  
the temperatures 
and must be programmed 
with a  
Slider 

The Datatype 5 
can only be used to select 
values between 
0 and 255. 
 
0 = 0% 
128 = 50% 
255 = 100% 


